
  
Queen Large Congress Knives, SFO, 4-5-2020 
 

  
#32 Large 4-blade Congress in Walnut in Oak box with "Master Carver" 
etch, for Queen 66th Anniversary, Stainless steel, serialized on bolster 

 



 
#32. Queen City Classic, 4-blade Congress Brown winterbottom Bone. N0te 
correct box and master blade etch on this knife. About 2002, with D2 steel. 



 

 
#32 4-blade Congress in Pearl with signature bolsters. Clarence Risner, 
SFO, 2005, 1-100. 

 
#32, 4-blade Congress in Jigged brown bone with signature bolsters. 
Clarence Risner, SFO, 2005, 1-100. 



 

 
#32, 4-blade Congress in Pearl with signature bolsters. Clarence Risner, 
SFO, 2005, 1-100. 



 
#32 Large Congress Stag whittler, with sheepsfoot main blade, 2013, 1 -21, 
serialized on bolster. 



 

 

 
#31, Large 2-blade Congress, Queen City, Red jigged bone diamond, 
Carbon steel, small heraldic shield, 1-25 (Note box, for "tool steel" does not 
match tang stamp.) 



 

#32, very unusual large Congress, in brown jigged bone, with #32 blade 
etch and larger frame, but only 2 blade (like #31) version, with D2 steel 
with Sheepsfoot main blade and pen knife secondary blade. (About 2016.)  
Late in the company's operation, when tool steel supplies were lower, brass 
would have been used to replace extra blades to use the components.  A red 
jigged bone like this was also made, about 1-50 for each version. 



 

 

 

       This photo shows the knife above – brown 2-blade large Congress - with 
extra thick brass liners used to take the place of extra blades on a #32 
frame, making this this knife extra sturdy on the handle and providing 
extra support for the pins on each bolster to make the this a wonderful 
working knife. As the backspring photo shows, this has been a everyday 
carry knife because of its unique construction.  It is a great example of using 
available components to keep making very desirable cutlery.   



  

 
#32, Large Four blade Congress in Peachseed bone. Note tool steel box, 

tang stamp and blade etch consistently show D2 steel  



 
#32 Large 4-blade Robeson Congress, Top in smooth White Bone, Bottom, 

in Mammoth tusk, both 1-100, about 2014 

 



 
#31, Schatt & Morgan 2-blade large Congress in smooth brown bone. With 
sheepsfoot main blade. 1-30, about 2016.  

 

 

 

 


